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Following a logical, hands-on approach, youll dive into the Python language and get started programming in just three hours. At the end of every session youll have a working program, or a tested skeleton for one, to take home and work on. The lessons are laid out in a logical, step-by-step format. Each lesson covers a specific Python topic, like variables, file
handling, or variables, and then builds on the concepts youve already learned. Each lesson ends with exercises that make sure you really do understand the concepts. By the time you finish the tutorials, youll be able to write programs that query APIs and extract data, use new APIs, and modules by reading the Python documentation. Youll be able to take
your next step if youve already tackled Courseras Python for Everybody Specialization (as discussed in the free resources section). Get more done with Python, using fewer lines of code, in less time with this practical guide to the Python programming language. Whether youre looking to help automate your business or just keep up with the latest technology,
Python is the perfect language for application-specific development. As a member of the popular Python community, learn how to apply the programming principles of Python to the type of applications that matter to you. With Python for Applications, youll get a firm understanding of Python and all the tools required to create compelling applications, rich
user interfaces, and data-driven apps with Python. Youll also discover how to write computer code using the PyQt toolkit, a fully customizable, open-source development toolkit for developing cross-platform applications.
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